INTRODUCTION
Opening a modern mathematics book at random, what we often face are abstract demonstrations and massive symbols and reasoning. They are completely divorced from our experience of the real world, even though the phenomena being studied in the book are usually discovered through geometric intuition or from physical phenomena [1] . This reflects the fact that over hundreds of years, mathematics has been described in a way with too much abstraction and logic; while image thinking and geometrical explanation have been ignored to an unnoticed corner. This is ironic just like a country where reading is encouraged but conversation is forbidden. The immediate consequence is that some students are daunted or even frightened by these abstract symbols and the tedious demonstration process, and gradually lose interest in learning mathematics, not to mention the creative development.
Obviously, the arrangement of the higher mathematics textbook mostly adopts deductive method to narrate the definition theorem, formula, and the derivation step by step. Although it is invulnerable in logic, some conclusions "are" still just accepted. Readers do not have a real understanding of the context and meaning. Take "theory of complex function" [2] as an example, it introduced the plural index notation. First, in the first chapter, it writes "we derivate Euler's formula as is well-known to all", while the Euler's formula appears in the textbook for the first time. Then it "suddenly appears" in the first and second chapters respectively. To understand them, readers firstly accept these conclusions logically, and then they will ask some questions inevitably after deep thought such as: How does Euler's formula come from? What are the definition of exponential functions and trigonometric functions based on? What do they reveal from the view of math or physics? Can we use another way to understand mathematics, or is the derivation of the theorem or formula directly perceived through the process of the graphical display of visual language?
The visualization method offers us a brand-new, visible way of argumentation for solving mathematical issues. It's closer to the nature of problems than the abstract symbols and reasoning and it's more comprehensible and acceptable to students.
Visualization is an intuitive and easier graphic way of representing information and processing information. Any complex thinking process, knowledge and the logical relationship between them can be indicated by the way of illustration. When we state the facts related to the plain text, the visual information will make our point more tightly-compressed, and its logical relationship will be presented more vivid, intuitive, quicker and easier to communicate than words. This is the biggest advantage of visualization [3] . Felix Klein. , a famous mathematician who promoted a way to describe the development and structure of mathematics especially in his book "Elementary Mathematics from an Advanced Standpoint" , which has emphases on the generation and development of mathematical concept, the interrelation of mathematics branches and the intuition and connotation behind the logical reasoning. [4] This is an external expression of visualization methods such as the fusion of the branches of mathematics, the mathematics and other subjects, and the logical reasoning and intuitive speculation to "understand" the internal geometry connotation and physical meaning of mathematics conclusion or principles. And the mathematics can be comprehended in a more multi-dimensional and multi-level way. ABSTRACT: As a new method to understand mathematics, visualization offers a new way of understanding mathematical principles and phenomena via image thinking and geometric explanation. It aims to deepen the understanding of the nature of concepts or phenomena and enhance the cognitive ability of learners. This paper collates and summarizes the application of this visual method in the understanding of mathematics. It also makes a literature review of the existing research, especially with a visual demonstration of Euler's formula, introduces the application of this method in solving relevant mathematical problems, and points out the differences and similarities between the visualization method and the numerical-graphic combination method, as well as matters needing attention for its application. 
LITERATURE REVIEW ON VISUALIZATION
The concept of "Visualization" was firstly introduced by National Science Fund in the term of "Visualization in Scientific Computing" in February, 1987 to help human brain analyze and explain data through direct and visualized "general information", and promote the summary and communication of scientific discoveries [5] . As an important method to understand complex phenomena and abstract concepts, visualization has an impact on people's thinking from the perspective of cognitive science, and it's more suitable for revealing the nature and changing rules.
Since it's firstly mentioned, visualization has been receiving wide range of attention. Foreign studies on understanding mathematics from the perspective of visualization have drawn the following main conclusions. Horganand Dreyfus (1993) believes that the visualization model could present the work undertaken by mathematicians. Barwise and Ethemendy find that when students are solving mathematical problems, visual thinking could be an available and effective resource that can open up a brand-new mode to work on mathematical issues. Dubinsky and Dautermann (1996) describe a model interwoven between visual strategies and analysis strategies and find that these strategies may be more effective when used together than alone [6] . Presmeg (1992) deems that the mode of representation, namely the visual-spatial mode, plays a key role in solving problems, because such presentation "abandons specific details and sketches out a pure relationship." [7] Paul Vickers&Joe Faith used the tools of category theory to provide a general framework for understanding visualization in practice [8] , Owen G. Scott have found greater demand for the professional use of visualization in the workplace, and the evaluation frameworks for effective visualization [9] . Delinda Van Garderen emphasized that using Visual-spatial representation can enhance the abilities of mathematical problem solving [10] . Domestic studies on using the visualization method for mathematical understanding and teaching start much later, most of which focus on the visualization process in combination with computer program and software application. For example, Cui Liping (2006) studies the application of visualization method to mathematics teaching through teaching exemplifications [6] . More researches focus on courseware design and software use [11] . Professor Peng Fanglin [12] (2005) writes the MATLAB solution and visualization for mathematical physical equations and presents complicated functions in images. There are some discussions about visual teaching cases in advanced mathematics, "Visual teaching cases can present abstract mathematical concepts, theorems, formulas and applications with an intuitive and visual way" [13] . Thus, the visualization method plays an immeasurable role in gaining mathematical knowledge, understanding mathematical principles, and developing and displaying imagination and creativity. More discussions in this paper will orientate on the mathematical understanding through visualization from the perspective of thinking, so it would be more appropriate to call it a thinking of mathematical understanding. However, as a social ideology, thinking is more general and abstract, which is in conflict with the specific and visualized meaning of the concept of visualization itself. Therefore, we tend to understand visualization from the micro perspective and present it as a method to understand mathematics, which is of more universal applicability.
EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION OF VISUALI-ZATION METHOD
A "demonstration of Euler's formula" is shown as follows to illustrate the application of the visualization method.
For Euler's formula, scholars have given many methods on demonstration. For example, the formula is demonstrated from different angles by using different methods such as the complex exponential function defining method, the power series expansion method and the integral method and so on, they are mentioned in Reference [14] and by power series expansion method in Reference [15] . However, the closer scrutiny finds that the theoretical bases of the above methods are untenable. One problem is whether , comes first, or comes first.
Another problem is that questions about whether power series expansion can be translated as and what kind of hypotheses and premises they are based on for such analogy reasoning which is obviously not studied. However, only a demonstration from the angle of algebra is illustrated. In this paper, Tristan's "visualization" method is introduced to demonstrate the Euler's formula from the angles of particle motion and the power series expansion.
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Demonstrate the Euler's formula from the angle of particle motion
This demonstration is based on the following premises:
(1) There is no knowledge about . That is, we do not know that is a point on a unit circle in a complex plane.
(2) means to amplify Z's module by times and twist the argument by an angle of . Note: Tristan defines this process as "amplitwist" transformation. The word "amplitwist" is a compound word formed by taking parts respectively from the two words "amplification" and "twist". So, means that from the initial position at , the particle moves upward vertically at the initial velocity , and then continues at the speed of with its unchanged module after turning C counter-clockwise; after a fraction of a second, this particle moves in this direction slightly, forming a right angle between the new speed and the new position.
Thus, it can be seen that this particle moves on a unit circle. During the moving, it maintains and runs a distance of on the unit circle at the moment, which means that is the argument of . This is the geometric demonstration of the Euler's formula.
Demonstrate the Euler's formula from the angle of power series expansion
The premises of this demonstration are shown as follows:
(1)The known 's power series expression is shown as follows: , (1) (2) To give meaning to , we can assume:
Now let us illustrate that the sum of series equals to . In the expansion formula (2), we can see that every item is the result of its previous item It can be seen from Figure 2 that every item in formula (2) will eventually converge on a point in the complex plane, but we do not know that this point is . Now let us illustrate this point from another perspective. Because
, it is easy to prove that and , which means that is a complex number whose module is 1 and argument in a complex plane, verifying the Euler's formula .
FURTHER DISCUSSION ON THE VISUALI-ZATION METHOD
It can be seen from the above reasoning process that a kind of complex information can be understood easily and quickly by means of Visualization, which is a compression language to focus on the important feature of information, and it can boost the graphical representation of human perception. In a nutshell, visualization is to convert data, information and knowledge into the visual representation and gain a deeper understanding of the data process [16] . When Visualization Method is applied to understand mathematics, the following are needed to pay attention to:
(1) Make a distinction of "visualization method "and "numerical-graphic combination method": the visualization method is similar to the well-known numerical-graphic combination method, both of which solve mathematical problems through the geometric approaches, the integrate abstract thinking and the image thinking, and display the complementary advantages of numerical-graphic information transformation and integration [17] . The difference is that numerical-graphic combination is often applied to static objects, such as solving the equation by finding the point of intersection between the parabola and the line ; associating with distance; linking with the Pythagorean theorem; and associating the algebraic expression or with the area of a rectangle and so on. All of which are concerned with constants. However, the visualization method tends to address some dynamic and changing problems. For example, the definition of the derivative describes the limit of the rate of change; the operation of complex numbers' products or quotients itself is an "amplitwist" transformation; the Cauchy convergence theorem depicts the phenomenon that the further the convergent is, the closer it is crowded around a constant and so on. All of which are usually concerned with a variable and whose "image" is often a moving trajectory. In this sense, the visualization method is the summary and upgrade of the numerical-graphic combination method, and a new approach that interprets mathematical phenomena and principles is in a more direct and visual way. This is a mathematical method that mathematics learners and disseminators should keep on researching and applying.
(2) Visualization method not only can be used for the understanding of some knowledge, but also for the comprehension of associated chapters, branches and other related knowledge. To build a structure or a mind map is a common practice. Research shows that, in the form of chart content, students can get more profound comprehension among things, concepts, knowledge, and the relationship and logic sequence between problem and action than a description of the language [18] . As a Visual thinking tool, the Concept map plays an important role in promoting learners' meaningful learning and knowledge construction through connection of graphical symbols related to the intelligence [19] , and the cognitive model of understanding information and knowledge was created.
(3) Visualization does not mean that we must use geometric graph or chart and so on. From the traditional methods to visualization method, the transform of thinking paradigm should be emphasized, which aims to deepen the understanding of the nature of concepts or phenomena and enhance the cognitive ability of learners. Obviously, solution II is based on visualization methods and vividly expresses a principle: The argument of the division of "two plural" is the difference of their arguments, which is closer to the essence of questions. It is suggested that teachers should introduce the concepts in a variety of ways including use graphic meaning or non-abstract language and improve assessment methods to enhance students' conceptual understanding [20] (4) Through using visualization methods, on one hand, learners may be required to be multidisciplinary and know correlation between mathematics and physics, algebra and geometry, elementary mathematics and advanced mathematics. On the other hand, some concept such as theorem or formula can be directly understood by logically deducing or abstract thinking. In this case, it is not necessary to explore its geometrical or physical connotation for the visualization methods will lose its significance.
CONCLUSION
To sum up, visualization is a new mode to understand and interpret mathematical information, such as the mathematical proposition, concept, theorem, and so on. They are intuitive, image, natural and using explanatory language rather than abstract and procedural language. Take advantage of this representation, things' nature will be revealed, and efficiency of learning will be better.
